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Meet the Buyer event 
12 October 2018 at the World Port Center 

Wilhelminakade 901, 3072AP Rotterdam (the Netherlands) 

 

Milgro is an independent solution provider in the area of waste and raw material 

management. Based on a circular-economic vision and an unique approach Milgro 

enables its customers to extract more value from raw materials. 

Milgro is looking for technological innovations in the waste management sector. 
 

Meet the Buyer events offer interesting opportunities for your company to get in touch with the 

leading enterprises in a variety of business sectors. The event is invite only and will give you the 

chance to have an individual one-to-one meeting with key decision makers. Join the event, establish 

valuable collaborations, pitch your products and services, and discuss business partnerships that can 

fast-forward your company’s growth. 

 

 

 

 

Event time schedule (preliminary) 

Activity 
10:00 – 11:30 General intro + training session 

12:00 – 12:30 Opening and pitches 

12:30 – 13:00  Lunch 

13:00 – 15:00 Individual meetings (20 minutes each) 

15:00 Closing words 
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Buyer profile 
 

What is their business? 

Milgro (the Recircle company) is the market leader in independent waste and raw materials management 

and operates at the heart of the circular economy. As a leading outsourcing partner, Milgro takes over 

the integral waste management process from its clients and takes responsibility for better cost, 

environmental and raw material performance. These are realized by reuse, reduce and recycling 

strategies and strongly facilitated by our data-driven approach. Milgro thus enables 'more return on 

resources'. Its core proposition, to be summarized as 'profitable sustainability', becomes visible in a very 

convincing track record among clients from the top of the (inter) national business community.  

More information 

 

Wastelab is a new division of Milgro that focuses on the valorisation of waste and resource streams 

using technology and innovation. Wastelab facilitates, implements and accelerates innovations with 

waste and raw materials. Together with partners, including established and starting companies, 

knowledge institutions and R&D specialists, Wastelab is working on innovations that extend the life of 

raw materials and enable sustainable (circular) business models. Residual flows from the business sector 

are therefore given the highest economic and ecological return, through innovative recycling, reuse 

and/or industrial symbiosis. 

 

What are they looking for? 

Wastelab is looking for innovative processing technology, particularly focused on a number of specific 

residual streams, in order to valorise these streams. This means that more value is derived from 

residual flows, both economically and ecologically. 

 

In order to realize its ambition to enable the circular economy, Wastelab is looking for the following: 

 

• Innovative technologies for recycling and re-use, which are already being used on a commercial 

scale or are in a phase of commercialization. The entrepreneurs are open to expanding abroad, 

for example to test whether their technology and business model also works in other countries. 

Another possibility is that residual flows that Milgro manages with this processing technology 

are processed abroad (if this is economically and ecologically sensible). 

 

• Entrepreneurs who have a proof-of-concept, with which technology they are able to valorise 

residual waste streams and have a need for (access to) the residual flows themselves (which 

Milgro has available). Or need knowledge and guidance in the roll-out of their concept on the 

Dutch market. 

  

http://www.milgro.nl/en-us/
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Wastelab's demand applies to innovative processing technology in general, but in particular to the 

following waste streams, where no high-quality alternative is currently available in the Netherlands: 

 

• Contaminated films and laminates (packaging composed of multiple materials/plastics): these 

are currently mainly incinerated with energy recovery. 

 

• Small toxic waste: waste containing chemicals that are harmful to health and the environment. 

The waste contains, for example, lead, mercury, cadmium, chromium or organic solvents. 

 

• Green waste: this is currently mainly composted, but there are emerging technologies to extract 

raw materials/nutrients. Wastelab is particularly looking for solutions in the field of cut flowers. 

 

• Organic residual flows and fruit and vegetables (AGF): currently this often finds its way to 

fermentation plants, but alternative technologies are also emerging which will extract nutrients 

from this and enable more value recovery. This includes processing technologies for sludge 

streams from the food sector. 

 

 

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact Tara van de Lagemaat by sending an email to 

w.vanrooijen@rotterdam.nl with t.vandelagemaat@cleantechdelta.nl in cc and briefly indicate the 

interest of your company in the Buyer’s case. You can also contact your regional SCALE-UP partner. 

mailto:w.vanrooijen@rotterdam.nl
mailto:t.vandelagemaat@cleantechdelta.nl
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SCALE-UP PARTNERS  

This Meet the Buyer event is an exclusive invitation for companies associated with the partner 

organisations in the North Sea region. Cleantech member organisations have joined forces in the 

Interreg SCALE-UP project to enable cross-border business contacts between SMEs with green 

solutions and established large companies. The overall aim is to facilitate for innovative cleantech 

companies to scale up your start-up. Consultants at the member organisations help participants 

prepare the meetings and support them through the business process.  

 

CONTACT 

 

BELGIUM 

Cleantech Flanders 

 

Frans Snijkers 

frans.snijkers@cleantechflanders.com 

Tel +32 473 34 12 16 

DENMARK 

CLEAN 

 

Maria Skotte 

mas@cleancluster.dk 

Tel +45 6142 4400 

NETHERLANDS 

Clean Tech Delta 

 

 

Tara van de Lagemaat 

t.vandelagemaat@cleantechdelta.nl 

Tel +31 10 820 88 29 

SWEDEN 

RISE Swedish Research Institute & Cleantech 

Inn Sweden 

 

Richard Englund 

richard.englund@cleantechinn.com 

Tel +46 703 791 645 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Cambridge Cleantech 

 

Sam Goodall 

sam.goodall@cambridgecleantech.com 

Tel +44 01223 750017 

SCALE-UP COORDINATION 

City of Rotterdam 

 

Wouter van Rooijen 

w.vanrooijen@rotterdam.nl 

Tel +31 6 15 25 1699 
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